The De Rust Heritage Walk
A Return to the Past
The De Rust Heritage Walk is worthy of considera on by visitors and locals as a
quiet stroll returns one to the historical signi cance of this part of the Klein Karoo.
For many years in the 1900’s De Rust was seen mainly as an agricultural se lement
serving the De Rust District as well as providing access to the interior through
Meiringspoort as the transport route through it was developed over the years.
Some Buildings of Interest
There are a number of historic buildings of interest in the Village including the
following:
The Old Mill was built in the mid-1800’s prior to the
Village being established. It con nued to operate into the
mid-1940’s but has subsequently fallen into disrepair.
This is a protected Provincial Heritage building and
deserves to be fully restored, providing the required
funds can be raised.
The NG Kerk and Hall were built in the early 1900’s and consecrated in 1902 and is
also a declared Provincial Heritage Site. The church is the center of many community
based events including theatrical produc ons and spor ng codes such as the popular
Meiringspoort Marathon and Trail and Mountain Bike Events.
Vredelus Farmhouse was one of the rst farmhouses in the area and in the early
days before the church was built services were held under the trees at the
homestead. In addi on, the graves of some of the earliest owners of the farm De
Rust are to be found in the private graveyard close to the house.
All the above were previous Na onal Monuments and have now been designated as
Provincial Heritage Buildings by Heritage Western Cape. These buildings were
constructed during the 19th and early 20th Century and are worth a visit.
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In addi on to the above there are a large number of historical buildings in the Village
including the following:

Ou Lokasie was originally where many of the farm
workers lived prior to the establishment of
Blomnek in the early 1980’s. Blomnek was rst
established in the early 1980’s when the
Schoeman family exchanged a por on of their
farm where Blomnek is now situated in exchange
for the ground at “Ou Lokasie.”

The Robertson Huis: This house was built in the early 1900's by a well known local
architect. At various mes it has been a private residence and then an art gallery. It
is another of the “Grand Dames” of De Rust and has recently been restored to its
former glory. It has an annex behind the house which has also been restored as a
second dwelling.
The Ou Koshuis: The old boarding hostel is now an Art Gallery and has recently been
spruced up as it was in a very run-down condi on. This building has not been a
school hostel for many years since the new hostel in 2nd Avenue was built on the
same site as the present De Rust High School
Many other Victorian and Cape heritage buildings
are worthy of a visit. A map of the Village and
other buildings of interest is available on our
website as a pdf.
Further details are available for those interested in
a visit with numerous accommoda on op ons
available from four star to backpacker levels. We
look forward to your visi ng the Village.
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